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Abstract—Due to the overwhelming complexity of multi-hop
transmission and inter-message interference, only a limited
amount of research has been carried out in the implementation
of wireless network coding (WNC) for generalized multi-hop
two-way relay channels (MH-TRCs), let alone the generalization
of multi-hop wireless network coding (MH-WNC) schemes. Our
recent work showed that the MH-WNC scheme with fixed two
transmission time intervals was unable to always outperform
conventional Non-NC schemes in outage performance for the
MH-TRC with an arbitrary number of nodes. In view of this
fact, a generalized MH-WNC scheme with multiple transmission
time intervals (TTIs) is designed for the L-node K-message MH-
TRC in this paper. Closed-form expressions for the upper bound
of the outage probability for two prominent relaying network
coding strategies (i.e., analog network coding and compute-and-
forward network coding) are derived. Moreover, by investigating
the relationships between the outage probability and the numbers
of nodes, messages and TTIs, we obtain an optimal MH-WNC
scheme which can achieve the best outage probability and always
outperform Non-NC in the MH-TRC with an arbitrary number
of nodes.

Index Terms—Multi-hop wireless network coding, multi-hop
two-way relay channels, outage probability, analog network
coding, compute-and-forward network coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-HOP networks, such as wireless sensor networks
[1], wireless mesh networks [2], mobile ad hoc net-

works [3], vehicular ad hoc networks [4], have emerged as
promising approaches to provide more convenient wireless
communications due to their extended coverage, easy de-
ployment and low costs. However, multi-hop wireless relay
communications require an increase number of time slots
to transmit data in a multi-hop manner [5] [6]. Information
is conveyed through a series of intermediate relays in a
conventional hop-by-hop and message-by-message manner,
which limits network throughput, and thus the data rate of
the system. The advent of network coding (NC) has offered a
new opportunity to improve network throughput and reliability
by exploiting interference in intermediate relays [7].

Combined with network coding and self-information can-
celation, wireless network coding (WNC) for two-way relay
channels (TWRCs) has come to the forefront [8] [9]. There is
a large body of work on the implementation and performance
analyse (including outage probability, bit-error-rate and sum-
rate) of WNC in the TWRC [10]–[12]. Subsequent work in
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extending WNC to multi-hop two-way relay channels (MH-
TRC) soon followed. Zhang et al. [8] described physical-
layer network coding (PNC) for general uni-directional and
bi-directional linear networks, which can achieve the upper-
bound capacity of 0.5 frame/time slot in each direction for
bi-directional transmissions between two end nodes [13].
However, there is no performance analyse presented in this
paper. More recently, You et al. applied analog network coding
(ANC) to the MH-TRC in [14] [15], where the proposed AF-
ANC-Central and AF-ANC-Even schemes can improve the
network throughput compared to Non-NC schemes. However,
there is no work on a generalized ANC transmission scheme
for the MH-TRC with an arbitrary number of hops (referred
to as all-scale MH-TRCs), and there is no published work on
outage performance for such generalized MH-TRC networks,
either.

Our previous work [16] [17] generalized the multi-hop
wireless network coding (MH-WNC) scheme with fixed two
transmission time intervals (TTIs) (referred to as 2-TTI MH-
WNC) for the L-node K-message MH-TRC. The 2-TTI MH-
WNC scheme was proven to markedly improve the spectral
efficiency over conventional Non-NC schemes. However, it
was also shown that the 2-TTI MH-WNC scheme is unable
to outperform Non-NC for all-scale MH-TRCs. The multi-
hop analog network coding (MH-ANC) scheme [16] can only
outperform Non-NC in the MH-TRC with a small number of
nodes, while the multi-hop compute-and-forward (MH-CPF)
scheme [17] has better outage performance than Non-NC only
for the MH-TRC with a large number of nodes.

Due to the overwhelming complexity of multi-hop trans-
mission and inter-message interference, there has not been
a great deal of work in the literature on the implementation
and performance analyse of WNC in the MH-TRC, let alone
generalized WNC schemes for the MH-TRC. In view of this
fact, this paper aims to fill the research gap by proposing a
generalized WNC scheme with multiple TTIs (referred to as I-
TTI MH-WNC), which is a generalized scheme for the 2-TTI
MH-WNC scheme in [8] [14], [16]–[19]. The key idea of this
research is to investigate the relationships between the outage
probability and the numbers of nodes, messages and TTIs,
then devise an optimal MH-WNC scheme that is capable of
providing the best outage performance for all-scale MH-TRCs.
To generalize the outage performance analyse, the transmis-
sion pattern of the I-TTI MH-WNC scheme is converted to a
binary tree model with corresponding transmission matrices.
Theoretical studies on outage probability are carried out for
the two well-known network coding schemes, i.e., ANC and
compute-and-forward (CPF) network coding.
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The major contributions of this paper are multifold, which
are summarized as follows:
• Proposal of a generalized transmission scheme of I-TTI

MH-WNC for the L-node K-message MH-TRC;
• Derivation of closed-form expressions for the upper

bound of the outage probability expressions of the MH-
ANC and MH-CPF schemes;

• Evaluation of the relationships between the outage prob-
ability and the numbers of nodes, messages and TTIs;
and

• Identification of the optimal MH-WNC scheme which can
achieve the best outage performance and outperform Non-
NC for all-scale MH-TRCs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model of the generalized L-node K-
message MH-TRC and transmission schemes are presented.
Outage performance of MH-ANC is discussed in Section IV.
We then analyse the outage probability of MH-CPF in Section
V. The optimal MH-WNC scheme is presented in Section VI.
Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section VII.

The notation used herein is given in Table I.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS.

Notation Definition
Pl Power per transmission for node Nl

PS Single-access transmission power vector

PM Multiple-access transmission power vector

S Spectral efficiency

C Network throughput

yjl Received signal at node Nl in time slot j

xj
l Transmitted signal at node Nl in time slot j

TI
L,K

Transmission pattern matrix for I-TTI MH-WNC in a
L-node K-message MH-TRC

Tvk Transmission pattern matrix for message vk

Nvk Noise matrix for message vk

Ñvk Noise power matrix for message vk

Svk Signal matrix for message vk

S̃vk Signal power matrix for message vk

Svk Single-access matrix for message vk

S̃vk Single-access power matrix for message vk

Pout
S,vk

Single-access outage probability matrix for message vk

Cvk Multiple-access matrix for message vk

C̃vk Multiple-access power matrix for message vk

Pout
C,vk

Multiple-access outage probability matrix for message vk

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider an MH-TRC with L nodes {Nl}Ll=1, where user
nodes N1 and NL exchange messages through intermediate
relay nodes {Nl}L−1l=2 . The message sequences to be trans-
mitted by N1 and NL are denoted by U = {uk}Kk=1 and
V = {vk}Kk=1, and the modulated signal sequences are defined
as Û = {ûk}Kk=1 and V̂ = {v̂k}Kk=1. It is assumed that
only immediately neighboring nodes are within the transmis-
sion range in this network, and signals received from non-
neighboring nodes are negligible due to signal attenuation.

In this paper, the overall system transmission power is
assumed to be the same for both Non-NC and I-TTI MH-
WNC schemes. Each node is assigned with transmission power
P for one message exchange, i.e., each node is allocated
with transmission power 2KP for K-message exchange. The
greater the number of transmissions required at a node, the
smaller the power per transmission will be. Denote by nl
the total number of transmissions at node Nl, the power per
transmission for Nl is thus Pl = 2KP/nl.

The channel coefficient between nodes Nl and Nl+1 is
denoted by {hl}L−1l=1 , which is considered quasi-static and
reciprocal in bi-direction. For Rayleigh fading channels, hl ∼
CN (0, 2α2

l ) is modeled as a zero mean, independent, circu-
larly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with vari-
ance α2

l per dimension. {ωl}Ll=1 is the received noise at node
Nl, which is a zero mean, independent, circularly symmetric,
complex Gaussian random variable with the variance of σ2.
γ′l = |hl|2/σ2 is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of hop l,
which is exponentially distributed with parameter 1/γ̄′l, with
γ̄′l = 2α2

l /σ
2 indicating the average SNR of the channel.

A. Non-Network Coding
In this paper, we consider the multi-hop communication

system to be symmetrical in terms of user message exchange.
That is, the two end users exchange their messages one
by one at an equal rate, and the exchange sequence is
{(u1, v1), (u2, v2), ..., (uK , vK)}.

In conventional Non-NC schemes, intermediate terminals
relay the signal from one hop to the next, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). In non-regenerative systems, relays may amplify
and forward the received signal from the previous node,
whereas relays decode the signal and re-encode it prior to
retransmission in regenerative systems. It takes L − 1 time
slots to forward one message from N1 to NL, and a total
number of TNon-NC = 2K(L − 1) time slots are required to
complete the message exchange.

Spectral efficiency for the MH-TRC is defined as the
number of messages transmitted in a single time unit. Thus,
the spectral efficiency of this conventional Non-NC scheme is
SNon-NC = 1/L− 1.

It should be noted that for the symmetrical message ex-
change pattern {(u1, v1), (u2, v2), ..., (uK , vK)}, the above
conventional Non-NC scheme is the only scheme to avoid
interference. However, if the symmetrical message ex-
change pattern is not required, e.g., the exchange sequence
is {(u1, u2, ..., uK), (v1, v2, ..., vK)}, another asymmetrical
Non-NC scheme can be applied, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Under
this scheme, each node forwards the received signal to the next
neighboring node every three time slots, and the transmissions
do not overlap due to the two-hop intervals between them, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) at time slot T4. The total number of
time slots required for this asymmetrical Non-NC scheme is
2(L−1)+6(K−1), and the spectral efficiency is SAsy-Non-NC =
K/((L − 1) + 3(K − 1)). When the number of messages K
is far larger than the number of nodes L, an upper limit can
be obtained as ŜAsy-Non-NC = lim

K>>L

K
(L−1)+3(K−1) = 1/3.

The asymmetrical Non-NC scheme may improve the spec-
tral efficiency. However, in the asymmetrical Non-NC scheme,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Conventional Non-NC scheme. Nodes N1 and NL take turns
to transmit their messages until the end of the exchange process. Node
NL starts transmitting its message vk after receiving the corresponding
message uk from its counterpart N1, and so forth. The transmission pattern
is {(u1, v1), (u2, v2), ..., (uK , vK)}; (b) Asymmetrical Non-NC scheme.
User node N1 transmits a new message every three time slots. For example,
when node N4 transmits message u1 to N5 in the fourth time slot, node
N1 sends u2 to N2 at the same time. Node NL starts sending its messages
after receiving all the K messages from node N1, and follows the same
transmission pattern as node N1. The transmission pattern is {(u1, u2, ...,
uK), (v1, v2, ..., vK)}.

one user node does not start sending its messages until it re-
ceives all the messages from its counterpart, which causes long
delays in message exchange for this user node. Moreover, the
resultant unequal message exchange leads to traffic imbalance
and user unfairness issues between the two user nodes, in
comparison with the symmetrical message exchange pattern.
Furthermore, the asymmetrical exchange pattern is different
from the symmetrical one, which is widely considered in the
literature, e.g., the WNC scheme for the TWRC [8] [9] and the
MH-WNC scheme for the MH-TRC [13] [14]. Therefore, the
asymmetrical Non-NC scheme is not considered in this paper,
and the Non-NC scheme we refer to in the following sections
is the conventional Non-NC scheme illustrated by Fig. 1(a).

B. Generalized Wireless Network Coding Scheme

We now introduce WNC into the L-node K-message MH-
TRC. Without loss of generality, we only consider that the
number of nodes L is odd in this paper, while the case of
even L can be easily extrapolated from the same procedure
presented in this section.

Instead of sending their messages every two time slots as
in the 2-TTI MH-WNC scheme, the two user nodes send
one message every I > 2 time slots simultaneously, and
the messages sent by N1 and NL in time slot j ∈ {1, I +
1, ..., IK−1} are u(j−1)/I+1 and v(j−1)/I+1, respectively.
A total number of IK − 1 time slots is required for the two
user nodes to complete sending their message sequences.

Once the relay receives the messages from both neighboring
nodes, it network-codes the received signal, and broadcasts the
network-coded message to the neighboring nodes in the next
transmission time slot. The received signal of the multiple-
access phase at relay node Nl in time slot j is given by

yjl =
√
Pl−1hl−1x

j
l−1 +

√
Pl+1hlx

j
l+1 + wjl , (1)

where xjl is the transmitted signal by relay node Nl in
time slot j, and wjl denotes the received noise at node Nl
in time slot j. For non-regenerative relaying strategies, the
transmitted signal xjl is simply a scaled version of the received
signal from the previous time slot yj−1l . For regenerative
relaying strategies, the transmitted signal xjl is a network-
coded codeword decoded from yj−1l (an XORed message with
“standard” PNC, or a linear combination with CPF).

After time slot L − 1, the two user nodes N1 and NL
will receive the signal containing the messages from the
counterpart every I time slots. Knowing its own messages,
the user nodes can extract the required messages. For the
non-generative MH-TRC, the user nodes cancel their own
signals and decode required messages. On the other hand,
the user nodes decode the linear combination of outgoing
and incoming messages, and solve the linear equations for
the required messages in the regenerative MH-TRC.

Let R, T and 	 denote the receiving, sending and silent
modes of the nodes, respectively. Denote by Sjl the operation
mode for node Nl in time slot j. The transmission modes
for each node in different time slots with MH-WNC can be
summarized as
• For user nodes N1 and NL:

Sj1 = SjL = T, j ∈ {1, I + 1, 2I + 1, ..., (K − 1)I + 1}.
Sj1 = SjL = R, j ∈ {L− 1, L− 1 + I, L− 1 + 2I, ..., L−
1 + I(K − 1)}.
Sj1 = SjL = 	, other.

• For relay nodes {Nl}L−1l=2 :
Sjl = T, j ∈ {L − l + 1, L − l + I + 1, L − l + 2I +
1, ..., L− l+ (K − 1)I + 1} ∪ {l+ 1, l+ I + 1, l+ 2I +
1, ..., l + (K − 1)I + 1}.
Sjl = R, if Sjl−1 = T ∪ Sjl+1 = T.
Sjl = 	, other.

Let −1 represent the single-access mode, 1 represent the
transmission mode, 0 represent the silent mode, and −2
represent the multiple-access mode. The transmission pattern
can be represented by a T (the number of time slots) by L (the
number of nodes) transmission matrix TI

L,K . For example,
the transmission matrix of 2-TTI MH-WNC for the 5-node
2-message MH-TRC can be expressed as

T2
5,2 =



1 −1 0 −1 1

0 1 −2 1 0

1 −2 1 −2 1

−1 1 −2 1 −1

0 −1 1 −1 0

−1 1 0 1 −1


, (2)

where each element represents the mode of node Ni at time
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slot j. For example, the first row [1,−1, 0, ,−1, 1] represents
that N1 is transmitting a message to N2, N5 is transmitting a
message to N4, and N3 is in the silent mode. In this paper, we
devise a grid chart to display the transmission pattern via the
matrix, e.g., the grid chart of 2-TTI MH-WNC for the 11-node
3-message MH-TRC is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Grid chart of 2-TTI MH-WNC for the 11-node 3-message MH-TRC.
The horizontal grids represent the L nodes, and the vertical grids represent
the T time slots. The colour of each grid indicates the operation mode of the
corresponding node in a specific time slot.

With I-TTI MH-WNC, the total number of time slots
for exchanging the two message sequences is TMH-WNC =
L − 1 + I(K − 1). The spectral efficiency is SMH-WNC =
2K/(L− 1 + I(K − 1)). When the number of messages is far
larger than the number of nodes, an upper limit of SMH-WNC
can be obtained as ŜMH-WNC = lim

K>>L−1−I
2K

L−1+I(K−1) =

2/I . In comparison with Non-NC, the generalized MH-WNC
scheme markedly improves the spectral efficiency.

III. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-HOP ANALOG
NETWORK CODING

In this section, we will analyse the performance of MH-
ANC for the non-regenerative MH-TRC, including the average
received SNR and outage probability.

There is a large body of literature on the performance
analyse of the traditional amplify-and-forward (AF) scheme
in multi-hop relay networks, which is related to the work
presented in this section. Hasna et al. [20] derived the an-
alytical expressions of the harmonic mean and cumulative
density function of the average received SNR for two-hop
relay networks, which can be applied to outage performance
and average bit-error-rate (BER) analyse. Then, they gener-
alized the outage probability of the multi-hop relay network
over Nakagami fading channels in [21]. In [11], the authors
analysed the performance of ANC in a single relay TWRC.
Closed-form expressions of the average received SNR, outage
probability, sum-bit-error-rate and maximum sum-rate for the
traditional three time slot network coding, and ANC schemes

were derived. In this paper, this previous work on the non-
regenerative MH-TRC will be used as a benchmark in the
outage performance analyse.

The AF relaying strategy is applied at each relay in MH-
ANC, and the transmitted signal of relay node Nl in time slot
j is a scaled version of the received signal in the previous
time slot xjl = Gly

j−1
l , where Gl represents the gain at relay

nodes Nl, which is set to

G1
l =

√
1

Pl−1|hl−1|2 + σ2
, Nl−1

a→ Nl, (3)

G2
l =

√
1

Pl|hl|2 + σ2
, Nl

a← Nl+1, (4)

G3
l =

√
1

Pl−1|hl−1|2 + Pl+1|hl|2 + σ2
, Nl−1

a→ Nl
a′← Nl+1.(5)

where Nl−1
a→ Nl denotes that Nl−1 transmits message a to

Nl. After time slot L− 1, the two user nodes will receive the
signal containing the messages from the counterpart user node
every I time slots. Knowing their own messages, user nodes
can cancel these signals in the analog field and decode the
required messages.

A. Received SNR

For the MH-ANC scheme, the message is amplified and
forwarded bi-directionally at the relay nodes throughout the
exchange process. Hence, the received signal at N1 consists of
the outgoing messages, incoming messages, and the received
noise at intermediate relays. For the L-node MH-TRC with
a I-TTI MH-ANC scheme, the received signal at N1 can be
expressed as (6), (7) and (8), where ψji,l, ϕ

j
i,l and φjl are the

polynomials of Pl, Gl and hl for term ûi, v̂i and ωjl at time slot
j, respectively. In this paper, it is assumed that the two user
nodes have the knowledge of the channel state information
(CSI) of the channels, via pilot transmission during which
the CSI can be estimated and passed to the user nodes. Note
that N1 has the knowledge of its own transmitted messages
{u1, u2, ..., uK}, it can cancel the terms of ûi and extract v̂1
at time slot L − 1, as shown in (6). At time slot L − 1 + I ,
N1 can extract v̂2 with the knowledge of its own transmitted
messages and the message v̂1 extracted at time slot L − 1,
as shown in (7). The operation continues to decode all the
incoming messages every I time slots.

Hence, the resulting signal of message vk after canceling
the outgoing and previously extracted messages can be derived
from (8) as

y∗MH-ANC,vk =
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

(
ϕjk,lv̂k + φjlω

j
l

)
. (9)

The received SNR of message vk can be obtained as

γMH-ANC,vk =

∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

|ϕjk,l|2∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

|φjl |2σ2
. (10)

where the signal power |vk|2 = 1 under the assumption that
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yMH-ANC,v1 =

bL−1
I c∑
i=1

∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1}

ψji,lûi +
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1}

ϕj1,lv̂1 +
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1}

φjlω
j
l , (6)

yMH-ANC,v2 =

bL−1+I
I c∑
i=1

∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1+I}

ψji,lûi +
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1+I}

ϕj1,lv̂1 +
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1+I}

ϕj2,lv̂2

+
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,L−1+I}

φjlω
j
l , (7)

......

yMH-ANC,vk =

b
TMH-ANC,vk

I c∑
i=1

∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

ψji,lûi +

k−1∑
i=1

∑
l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

ϕji,lv̂i

+
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

ϕjk,lv̂k +
∑

l∈{1,L},j∈{1,TMH-ANC,vk}

φjlω
j
l , (8)

———————————————————————————————————————————————————–

binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation is used at all
the nodes.

Two recursive approaches were proposed in [16] to derive
the analytical polynomials ϕjl and φjl for the 2-TTI MH-
ANC. However, it is difficult to devise an universal recur-
sive approach for the generalized I-TTI MH-ANC scheme,
because the transmission patterns are different for the MH-
ANC schemes with different TTIs. Therefore, by utilizing the
transmission pattern matrix of each message, we design a
numerical algorithm to compute ϕjl and φjl , thus the received
SNR for each message.

For the purpose of theoretical analysis and following other
work in the literature [22] [23], we assume that all the channels
have the same amplitude, i.e., |hl|2 = |h|2. It is noted that
this assumption is only made for analytical convenience. i.e.,
the derivation of outage performance and the comparison with
the conventional Non-NC schemes. The implementation of the
protocol in practical communications networks will not be
constrained by this assumption due to the availability of some
practical mechanism such as pilot transmission to acquire the
CSI of the channels before message exchange.

Denote by {Wl}Ll=1 the weight as the power of amplification
factor at each node, three different weights corresponding the
amplification factors given by (3), (4) and (5) at node Nl can
be obtained as

W 1
l =

Pl|h|2

Pl−1|h|2 + σ2
, Nl−1

a→ Nl, (11)

W 2
l =

Pl|h|2

Pl+1|h|2 + σ2
, Nl

a← Nl+1, (12)

W 3
l =

Pl|h|2

(Pl−1 + Pl+1)|h|2 + σ2
, Nl−1

a→ Nl
a′← Nl+1.(13)

Since only some transmission events affect the noise propa-
gation, the transmission matrix for each message can be further
converted into a characteristic matrix that only contains the
effective transmission events. By applying different weights
into these transmission events, the noise power matrix for

message vk can be computed as

Ñvk =

3∑
i=1

(
Ni
vk
◦Wi

)
, (14)

where Ni
vk

is the noise matrix containing only the transmission
event with weight W i

l , and A ◦ B = [aij ]m×n ◦ [bj ]n×1 =
[aij ∗ bj ]m×n.

The propagation of the noise power is simply the traversal of
the weights at each non-zero node in the noise power matrix.
The following post-order traversal approach is proposed to
obtain the noise power.

Algorithm: Post-order traversal algorithm for the
noise power matrix Nvk

Input: Noise power matrix Nvk .

Output: Noise power Nvk .

1.Nn =ZEROS(Ti × L)

2.for i=1 to Ti do
3. for j=1 to L do
4. if Cvi(i, j) = 0 then
5. Nn(i, j)← 0

6. end if
7. if Cvi(i, j) 6= 0 then
8. Nn(i, j)← (Nn(i+ 1, j − 1)

+Nn(i+ 1, j + 1))×Cvi(i, j)

9. end if
10. end for
11.end for
12.return Nvk ← SUM(Nn) + 1

Hence, the noise power then can be calculated by traversing
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the noise power matrix as

NMH-ANC,vk = Trv
(
Ñvk

)
σ2, (15)

where Trv(·) stands for the post-order traversal algorithm.
Similarly, the signal power matrix can be obtained as

S̃vk =

4∑
i=1

(
Sivk ◦W

i
)
, (16)

where Sivk is the signal matrix containing only the transmis-
sion event with weight W i

l , and W4 = {W 4
l = Pl|h|2}Ll=1.

The signal power is simply the product of all non-zero
elements in the signal power matrix, given by

SMH-ANC,vk = Prodnz

(
S̃vk

)
, (17)

where Prodnz(·) indicates the product of all non-zero elements
of the matrix.

Then, the received SNR of message vk can be calculated by
dividing the signal power in (17) by the noise power in (15)
as

γMH-ANC,vk
=
SMH-ANC,vk

NMH-ANC,vk
=

Prodnz

(
S̃vk

)
Trv
(
Ñvk

)
σ2
. (18)

B. Upper Bound of the Received SNR

In high SNR regions, the three weights given by (11), (12)
and (13) can be upper-bounded as

Ŵ 1
l =

Pl|h|2

Pl−1|h|2 + σ2
=

2KP
nl

γ′

2KP
nl−1

γ′ + 1

∣∣∣∣
γ′→∞

=
nl−1
nl

, (19)

Ŵ 2
l =

nl+1

nl
, (20)

Ŵ 3
l =

nl−1nl+1

nl(nl−1 + nl+1)
, (21)

where nl is the total number of transmissions of node Nl,
which is constant only determined by L,K, I .

Therefore, it can be deduced that, in high SNR regions, the
noise power given by (15) is a scaled version of σ2, i.e., fNk σ

2,
and the signal power given by (17) is also a scaled version of
W 4
l = Pl|h|2, i.e., fSk Pl|h|2 =

fS
k 2KP |h|2

nl
, the received SNR

of vk given by (18) can be simplified as

γ̂MH-ANC,vk
=

fS
k 2KP |h|2

nl

fNk σ
2

= fkPγ
′, (22)

where γ′ = |h|2
σ2 and fk =

fS
k 2K

fN
k nl

.

The upper bound of the average received SNR for the L-
node K-message MH-TRC can be given by

γ̂MH-ANC =
1

K

K∑
k=1

γ̂MH-ANC,vk
=

1

K

K∑
k=1

Pfkγ
′ = FKPγ

′,(23)

where FK = 1
K

K∑
k=1

fk.

C. Outage Probability

The maximum mutual information for I-TTI MH-ANC can
be shown as

IMH-ANC = CMH-ANC log(1 + γMH-ANC). (24)

Given a target rate R, the upper-bound outage probability
in high SNR regions can be derived as

p̂out
MH-ANC(R) = Pr [CMH-ANC log (1 + FKPγ

′) < R]

= Fγ′

(
2

1
CMH-ANC

R − 1

FKP

)

= 1− exp

− 2
1

CMH-ANC
R − 1

FKP γ̄′︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

 , (25)

where Fγ′(x) is the cumulative density function (CDF) of γ′.
The outage probability given in (25) can be computed

analytically, because that both CMH-ANC and FK are constants
and can be readily obtained by the algorithms presented in
this section. More specifically, the received SNR derivation
example for message v1 in the 5-node 2-message MH-TRC
with 2-TTI MH-ANC is presented in Appendix A to explain
the derivation.

IV. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-HOP
COMPUTE-AND-FORWARD NETWORK CODING

Compute-and-forward network coding strategy was pro-
posed recently to realize reliable PNC [24], where the relays
compute and forward linear combinations of user messages to
destinations. It is noted that for BPSK, when the two integer
coefficients are set to 1 in a two-user multiple-access channel,
the linear combination is equivalent to the modular-2 addition
in “standard” PNC [8], which is also implied in [25, Remark
4] and [26, Section II-B].

In MH-CPF, relay nodes compute linear combinations of
messages from neighboring nodes and broadcast to them in
next transmitting time slots. The received signal given by (1)
can be rewritten as

yjl = Dl

[
xjl−1 x

j
l+1

]T
+ wjl , (26)

where Dl = [
√
Pl−1hl−1

√
Pl+1hl], x

j
l−1 and xjl+1 are the

transmitted signals from neighboring relay nodes Nl−1 and
Nl+1, which are the decoded linear combinations at the relay
nodes in the previous time slot.

After receiving the interference signal, the relay node selects
a complex integer coefficient vector ajl ∈ {Z + Zi}2 and
decodes the following linear combination

xjl = ajl

[
xj−1l−1 xj−1l+1

]T
. (27)

After time slot L − 1, the two user nodes N1 and NL
will receive linear combinations of the outgoing and incoming
messages every I time slot. In order to solve the linear
combination, the user nodes have to know the choices of ajl at
each relay node, which can be forwarded via, e.g., the package
header during the transmission. Knowing its own messages
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and the complex integer coefficient vector ajl , the user nodes
are able to solve the linear combination for their required
messages.

In this paper, all the channels are assumed to be quasi-static,
implying that the instantaneous channel state information of
hl remains unchanged during the entire exchange process.
Therefore, the maximized computation rate RCOMP,l(hl,a

j
l )

for decoding the linear combination xjl at relay Nl disregards
the time slot j, and remains unchanged during the entire
exchange process. Thus, the computation rate at relay Nl can
be given by [25]

RCOMP,l(Dl, âl) = log+

(
||âl||2 −

|âlD†l |2

n0 + ||Dl||2

)−1
, (28)

where log+(x) , max (log(x), 0) and âl = [~al, ~al]. ~al
and ~al are two complex integer coefficients corresponding to
the two messages xj−1l−1 and xj−1l+1 in linear combination xjl ,
respectively. According to Theorem 1 in [27] and Proposition
1 in [28], the above maximization problem amounts to the
following shortest vector problem (SVP),

âl = arg min
al 6=0
||alL||, (29)

where L is the Cholesky decomposition matrix of I −
D†lDl

n0+||Dl||2 , and I is an L× L identity matrix.
For the above special two-dimensional case in Rayleigh fad-

ing channels, the complex lattice reduction algorithm proposed
in [29] can be applied to solve the above SVP and obtain the
maximized computation rate efficiently.

Each message follows a different transmission path, and
failing to decode one message will affect the decoding of the
following messages. The outage probabilities of later messages
are poorer than those of early messages.

Given a target rate R, the average outage probability per
message is defined as

pout(R)=
1

K

K∑
k=1

pout
vk

(R), (30)

where pout
vk

(R) is the outage probability of message vk, which
is identical to the outage probability of message uk due to the
symmetrical property of the two-way transmission. The outage
event of message vk occurs when any of the transmissions that
affect the transmission of message vk are in outage.

In order to determine the outage probability for each mes-
sage, we first define f jS,l and f jM,l as the single-access and
multiple-access transmission events at node Nl in time slot j,

f jS,l ,
{
Nl−1

a
−−→ Nl

}
∪
{
Nl

a
←−− Nl+1

}
,

f jM,l ,
{
Nl−1

a
−−→ Nl

a′

←−− Nl+1

}
,

∀l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L},∀j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...},

and Fvk as the set of all the transmission events that affect
the transmission of message vk,

Fvk ,
{
{f jS,l, f

j
M,l}

j∈{1,2,...,Tk}
l∈{1,2,...,L}

}
, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ...,K},

Thus, the outage event of message vk occurs when any

single access transmission event f jS,l or multiple-access trans-
mission evens f jM,l in set Fvk is in outage, given by

pout
vk

(R) = 1−
∏

fj
S,l∈Fvk

(
1− pout

fj
S,l

(RMH-CPF)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bk∏
fj
M,l∈Fvk

(
1− pout

fj
M,l

(RMH-CPF)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ck

, (31)

where RMH-CPF is the message target rate for each transmis-
sion, given by RMH-CPF = R/CMH-CPF.

A. Single-Access Transmission Event

The single transmission event matrix Svk can be extracted
from the transmission pattern matrix of message vk, by
setting to 1 the corresponding elements (whose left or right
neighboring element in the transmission matrix Tvk is −1).
For example, the single access transmission matrix of message
v1 for the 5-node 2-message MH-TRC with 2-TTI MH-CPF
scheme can be obtained as

Sv1 =


1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

 . (32)

It is assumed that all the channel coefficients are iden-
tical. Therefore, for the single access transmission, the
outage probability is only determined by the transmission
power at each transmission. The transmission power vec-
tor of the L-node MH-TRC can be written as PS =
[P1 P2 P3 · · ·Pl · · · PL], where Pl is the power per trans-
mission of node Nl.

The single access transmission power matrix (each element
denotes the transmission power of the corresponding transmis-
sion event) can be obtained as

S̃vk = Svk ◦PTS . (33)

Given a target rate R, the single access transmission outage
probability matrix of message vk (the elements are the outage
probability of each single access transmission) can then be
written as

Pout
S,vk

= JLTvk
− exp

(
− (2

R
CMH-CPF − 1)

γ̄
. ∗ S̃vk

)
, (34)

where JLTvk is a Tvk by L matrix of ones, and (.∗) represents
element-wise multiplication operation.

The element in Pout
S,vk

is the outage probability of all the
single access transmission events that affect the transmission
of message vk. Therefore, term Bk in (31) can be obtained as

Bk = Prod
(
JTvk ,L − Pout

S,vk

)
, (35)
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where Prod(·) represents the product of all the elements in the
matrix.

B. Multiple-Access Transmission Event

It is assumed that all the channels have the same am-
plitude, i.e., |hl|2 = |h|2. Therefore, the computation
rate is determined only by the transmission powers of the
neighboring nodes and the integer coefficient vector âl,
as can be seen from (28). Hence, the power vector for
the multiple-access transmission can be written as PM =
[PM,1 PM,2 PM,3 · · ·PM,l · · ·PM,L], where each element
PM,l = (Pl−1, P1) contains the transmission powers of the
two neighboring nodes of Nl, and PM,1 = PM,L = (0, 0).

The CPF matrix Cvk can be extracted from the transmission
matrix of message vk, by setting the corresponding elements
whose value in the transmission matrix Tvk is −2 to 1. For
example, the CPF matrix of message v1 for the 5-node 2-
message MH-TRC with the 2-TTI MH-CPF scheme can be
obtained as

Cv1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

 . (36)

Multiplying the CPF matrix Cvk by the power vector PM ,
the CPF power matrix can be obtained as

C̃vk = Cvk ◦PTM . (37)

For a given target rate R, the CPF outage probability
matrix whose elements are the outage probability of each CPF
process, can then be given by

Pout
M,vk

= CPF
(
C̃vk

)
, (38)

where CPF(·) represents the algorithm for calculating the
outage probability of each non-zero element. Due to page
limitation, we are unable to include this algorithm here, while
interested readers can refer to our previous work in [17].

The element in Pout
M,vk

is the outage probability for all the
multiple-access transmission events that affect the transmis-
sion of message vk. Therefore, term C in (31) can then be
obtained as

Ck = Prod
(
JTvk ,L − Pout

M,vk

)
. (39)

Substituting (31) to (30), the outage probability for I-TTI
MH-CPF can be obtained as

pout
MH-CPF(R)

=
1

K

K∑
k=1

(1− Bk · Ck)

= 1− 1

K

K∑
k=1

[
Prod

(
JL
Tvk
− Pout

S,vk

)
· Prod

(
JL
Tvk
− Pout

M,vk

)]
.(40)

It should be noted that, the two outage matrices Pout
S,vk

and
Pout
S,vk

can be readily obtained through the proposed algorithms.
Moreover, the two matrices are only determined by L,K, I .

Therefore, the outage probability of the I-TTI MH-CPF for the
L-node K-message MH-TRC given by (40) can be computed
analytically.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we will investigate the relationships between
the outage probability and the numbers of nodes, messages,
and TTIs of I-TTI MH-WNC, so as to determine the optimal
MH-WNC scheme for all-scale MH-TRCs. The transmission
power per message P is normalized to 1 in the following
numerical results.

The spectral efficiency of I-TTI MH-WNC is determined
by the number of nodes (L), the number of messages (K), and
the number of TTIs (I). Denote by fsp(L,K, I) the spectral
efficiency function of I-TTI MH-WNC, we have

• fsp(L,K, I1) < fsp(L,K, I2), ∀I1 > I2, (41)
• fsp(L,K1, I) > fsp(L,K2, I), ∀K1 > K2, (42)

fsp(L,K, I) ≈ 2

I
, ∀K � L− 1− I,(43)

• fsp(L1,K, I) < fsp(L2,K, I), ∀L1 > L2. (44)

A. Multi-Hop Analog Network Coding

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Average received SNR versus the number of messages for the MH-
TRCs of different scales. (a) 9-node MH-TRC; and (b) 13-node MH-TRC.

Fig. 3 plots the upper bound of the average received SNR
(as given by (23)) for I-TTI MH-ANC versus the number
of messages, where the average received SNR is measured
by γ′ (the average SNR per hop). As can be seen from
the figures, the average received SNR decreases with the
number of messages when I < L−1, and remains unchanged
regardless of the number of messages when I = L − 1.
Moreover, the average received SNR becomes steady when
the number of messages is large. The figure also demonstrates
that the average received SNR of the MH-ANC scheme with
larger TTIs is larger than the MH-ANC scheme with a smaller
number of TTIs.

Fig. 4 shows the upper bound of the average received
SNR versus the number of nodes for the MH-ANC scheme
with a various numbers of TTIs. It can be found that the
average received SNR decreases with the number of nodes.
Furthermore, when the number of TTIs is far larger than that
of the hops, the transmission of later messages is not affected
by the transmission of early messages. Therefore, it can be
seen from the figure that the average received SNR remains
almost unchanged regardless of the number of messages.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Average received SNR versus the number of nodes for the MH-ANC
scheme with various numbers of TTIs. (a) 6-TTI MH-ANC; and (b) 10-TTI
MH-ANC.

Denote by fs(L,K, I) the average received SNR of the L-
node K-message MH-TRC with I-TTI MH-ANC, we have

• fs(L,K, I1) > fs(L,K, I2),∀I1, I2 < L− 1, I1 > I2,(45)
fs(L,K, I1) ≡ fs(L,K, I2), ∀I1, I2 > L− 1, (46)
• fs(L,K1, I) < fs(L,K2, I),∀K1 > K2, , (47)
fs(L,K1, I) ≡ fs(L,K2, I), ∀K1,K2 � L− 1− I,(48)
• fs(L1,K, I) < fs(L2,K, I),∀L1 > L2. (49)

It can be inferred from (41), (42), (45) and (47) that the
monotonic characteristics of the spectral efficiency with K, I
are actually opposite to that of the average SNR. Therefore,
the numerator and denominator of term A in (25) have the
same monotonous characteristics. It is difficult to determine
the monotonic characteristic of the outage probability with
K, I only by Equation (25) intuitively.

Lemma 1: Denote by foMH-ANC(L,K, I) the outage probabil-
ity of the L-node K-message MH-TRC with I-TTI MH-ANC,
we have

foMH-ANC(L,K, I1) < foMH-ANC(L,K, I2),

∀I1 > I2, I1, I2 > L− 1,

Proof: The outage probability of the L-node K-message
MH-TRC with I-TTI MH-ANC can be written as

foMH-ANC(L,K, I) = 1− exp

(
−2

R
fsp(L,K,I)

−1

fs(L,K, I)

)
, (50)

according to (25). For ∀I1 > I2, I1, I2 > L − 1, substituting
(41) and (46) into (50), Lemma 1 can be proved due to the
monotonic property of the exponential function.

In this paper, we aim to determine the optimal MH-ANC
scheme, amounting to identifying the number of TTIs for
the optimal scheme. The number of TTIs is from I ∈
{2, 4, 6, ...,+∞}, and it is computationally intractable to enu-
merate the list to determine the optimal TTI. However, Lemma
1 suggests that the outage probability of I-TTI MH-ANC
increases with the number of time intervals when I > L − 1
for the L-node K-message MH-TRC, meaning that the I-
TTI MH-ANC scheme with I 6 L − 1 can achieve better
outage performance than those with I > L−1. Therefore, the
following remark can be intuitively derived from Lemma 1.

Remark 1: The number of TTIs for the optimal MH-ANC
scheme lies within {2, 4, ..., L− 1}.

It can be seen that Remark 1 significantly reduces the
computational complexity of searching the number of TTIs
for the optimal MH-ANC scheme. In the following section,
we will present the outage probabilities of the I-TTI MH-
ANC schemes with I 6 L− 1 with the aim of identifying the
optimal MH-ANC scheme.

B. Optimal Multi-Hop Analog Network Coding

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Outage probability versus the number of messages for the MH-TRCs
of different scales. (a) 5-node MH-TRC. The outage probability for 2-TTI
MH-ANC decreases with the number of messages, and the outage probability
for 4-TTI MH-ANC remains constant as the outage of early messages does not
affect that of later messages; and (b) 9-node MH-TRC. The outage probability
of the 2-TTI MH-ANC scheme drops with the increase in the number of
messages until a certain value, i.e., K = 4, and then rebounds after this
value.

Fig. 5 plots the upper bound of the outage probability versus
the number of messages. The average SNR per hop is set to
40 dB. It can be found that the outage probability converges
to a constant value when the number of messages becomes
large. Moreover, 2-TTI MH-ANC has a significantly better
outage performance than 4-TTI MH-ANC for the 5-node MH-
TRC. Therefore, the optimal MH-ANC scheme for the 5-node
MH-TRC is 2-TTI MH-ANC. Similarly, the optimal MH-ANC
scheme for the 9-node MH-TRC is 4-TTI MH-ANC.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the outage probability of the I-
TTI MH-ANC scheme reaches a stable value when the number
of messages is far larger than the number of nodes. Therefore,
we plot the upper bound of the outage probability versus the
number of TTIs for the MH-TRCs of different scales with
K = 400 in Fig. 6. The average SNR per hop is set to 30 dB.

As can be observed from Fig. 6, all the outage probability
curves follow almost the same trend, in which the outage
probability decreases with the number of TTIs when it is
below a certain value, and reaches a valley point, then starts
increasing after this valley point. Fig. 6 clearly shows the
optimal MH-ANC scheme with the best outage performance
for all-scale MH-TRCs. The number of TTIs for the optimal
MH-ANC scheme is summarized in Table II.

As can be seen from Table II, the number of TTIs for
the optimal MH-ANC scheme generally increases with the
number of nodes except for three outliers at L = 19, 23, 25.
No distinctive patterns for the optimal MH-ANC scheme can
be derived from Table II. However, for the outage performance
comparison, the upper bound of the outage performance of
the optimal MH-ANC and conventional Non-NC schemes are
compared in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Outage probability versus the number of TTIs for the MH-TRCs of
different scales with K = 400.

TABLE II
OPTIMAL MH-ANC SCHEMES FOR THE MH-TRCS OF DIFFERENT

SCALES.

Number of nodes (L) Number of TTIs (I)
5 2
7 4
9 4

11 4
13 6
15 6
17 8
19 6
21 10
23 8
25 8
27 10
29 10
31 10

Fig. 7. Outage probability for the optimal MH-ANC scheme versus the
number of nodes.

As demonstrated in [16], the outage performance gain of
the 2-TTI MH-ANC scheme relative to the Non-NC scheme
diminishes when the number of nodes becomes large. How-
ever, as can be seen from Fig. 7, the outage probability of the
optimal MH-ANC scheme is significantly better than that of
the Non-NC scheme, and the gain increases with the number
of nodes.

C. Compute-and-Forward Network Coding

In this section, the outage probability of the MH-CPF
scheme is derived to determine the relationships with the
numbers of nodes, messages, and TTIs, so as to determine
the optimal MH-CPF scheme for all-scale MH-TRCs..

Lemma 2: Denoting by foMH-CPF(L,K, I) the outage prob-
ability of the L-node K-message MH-TRC with I-TTI MH-
ANC, we have

foMH-CPF(L,K1, I) = foMH-CPF(L,K2, I),

∀K1,K2, I > L− 1.

foMH-CPF(L,K, I1) < foMH-CPF(L,K, I2),

∀I1 > I2, I1, I2 > L− 1.

Proof: As inferred from the transmission scheme for I-
TTI MH-CPF, when I > L− 1, the second outgoing message
is transmitted after the first incoming message reaches the user
node. There is no inter-message interference, meaning that the
transmission of each message does not interfere with each
other. Therefore, the outage probability for each message is
equivalent to each other, which leads to the first statement in
Lemma 2.

Moreover, the number of transmission events that affect the
transmission of each message remains unchanged with the
increase of the number of TTIs when I > L − 1. Denote
by Fvk(L,K, I) the set of transmission event that affect the
transmission of message vk, we can obtain

Fvk(L,K, I) ≡ Fvk(L,K,L− 1),∀I > L− 1. (51)

where ≡ stands for identically equal.
On the other hand, the spectral efficiency decreases with

the number of nodes, causing the drop of the message rate.
As can be seen from (31), when I > L − 1, the numbers
of components in terms Bk and Ck remain unchanged with
the number of TTIs, while, the outage probabilities for each
component in terms Bk and Ck decrease with the increased
number of TTIs due to the decrease of the message rate for
each transmission. Therefore, terms Bk and Ck in (31) decrease
with the increased number of TTIs, which proves the second
statement in Lemma 2.

Similar to the situation in MH-ANC, the following remark
can be intuitively derived from Lemma 2 to simplify the
identification of the optimal number of TTIs for the MH-CPF
scheme.

Remark 2: The number of TTIs for the optimal MH-CPF
scheme lies within {2, 4, ..., L− 1}.

In the following section, only the outage probabilities of the
I-TTI MH-CPF schemes with I 6 L− 1 will be presented to
identify the optimal MH-CPF scheme.
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D. Optimal Compute-and-Forward Network Coding

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Outage probability versus the number of messages for the MH-TRCs
of different scales. (a) 9-node MH-TRC. The outage probability for 2-TTI
MH-CPF sees a valley point when the number of messages is approximately 6,
whilst the other curves with I < L−1 increase with the number of messages.
The outage probability of 8-TTI MH-CPF remains constant regardless of the
number of messages; and (b) 15-node MH-TRC.

Fig. 8 shows the outage probability versus the number of
messages. The average SNR per hop is set to 20 dB. It can
be clearly seen that the outage probability for I-TTI MH-
CPF with I < L − 1 generally increases with the number of
messages. Moreover, when I = L− 1, the outage probability
remains unchanged despite the increased number of messages,
as indicated by Lemma 2. Fig. 8(a) shows that the outage
probability of the (L−1)-TTI MH-CPF scheme is larger than
the MH-CPF scheme with I < L − 1 when the number of
messages is small. However, the outage probability of the
MH-CPF scheme with I < L − 1 increases quickly with the
increase in the number of messages. As a result, the (L− 1)-
TTI MH-CPF scheme has better outage performance than the
other schemes when the number of messages is large.

On the other hand, as can be observed from Fig. 8(b), the
2-TTI MH-CPF scheme is always superior to the 14-TTI MH-
CPF scheme in the 15-node MH-TRC, when the number of
messages is smaller than 400. However, the outage probability
of 2-TTI MH-CPF keeps increasing when the number of
messages is larger than 400. Therefore, it can be interpreted
that the outage probability of 2-TTI MH-CPF will exceed that
of 14-TTI MH-CPF when the number of message reaches a
certain value (the number is 620 as our experiment results
suggest).

Based upon the above discussions, it can be concluded that
when the number of messages is relatively small, 2-TTI MH-
CPF is the optimal MH-CPF scheme for all-scale MH-TRCs.
However, when the number of messages becomes relatively
large, the optimal MH-CPF scheme is (L− 1)-TTI MH-CPF.
As an example, we plot the outage probability versus the
number of TTIs in Fig. 9 with the number of messages 400.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, all the outage probability
curves have a valley point. This point moves rightwards with
the increase in the number of nodes. However, the figure
also suggests that the valley point is not the lowest outage
probability for the MH-TRC with more than 13 nodes, whereas
2-TTI MH-CPF has the lowest outage probability. The figure
clearly shows the optimal MH-CPF scheme for all-scale MH-
TRCs.

To demonstrate the optimal MH-CPF for different scale

Fig. 9. Outage probability versus the number of TTIs for the MH-TRCs of
different scales.

Fig. 10. Outage probability versus the number of nodes for the MH-CPF
schemes with different TTIs.

MH-TRCs, the outage probability versus the number of nodes
for the MH-CPF scheme with the a variety of TTIs is plotted
in Fig. 10. It can be seen from the figure that the outage
probabilities for the MH-CPF schemes with different TTIs
increase with the number of nodes. Moreover, the outage
probability increases steadily with the number of nodes when
I < L− 1, as can be seen from Fig. 10. However, the outage
probability of MH-CPF sees a sudden jump when the number
of nodes increases from I + 1 to I + 3. The figure shows the
optimal MH-CPF scheme from a different perspective. That is,
when the number of nodes is smaller than 15, the number of
TTIs for the optimal MH-CPF scheme is I = L−1. However,
when the number of nodes is larger than 15, 2-TTI MH-CPF
achieves the best outage probability for the MH-TRC.

Fig. 11 plots the outage probabilities of both Non-NC and
optimal MH-CPF schemes when the number of messages is
400. The numerical results in [17] showed that 2-TTI MH-
CPF can only achieve better outage performance when the
number of nodes is relatively large (i.e., L > 11). However,
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Fig. 11. Outage probability versus the number of nodes for the optimal MH-
CPF scheme.

the optimal MH-CPF scheme has overcome this limitation,
achieving a substantially improved outage performance over
Non-NC in all-scale MH-TRCs, as shown in Fig. 11.

E. Network Throughput

The network throughput is defined as the number of mes-
sage successfully exchanged between the two user nodes per
time slot [30], given by

C , S(1− Pf ), (52)

where Pf is the frame error rate (FER), and S is the spectral
efficiency. For fading channels, the analytical expression of
FER for MH-WNC is computationally intractable due to the
multiple information in the collided signal and random CSI.
However, since outage probability P out serves as a lower
bound to the frame error rate for block fading environment, in
which the channel is constant over a block and is independent
from one block to another [31]. Therefore, using bounding
technique, the network throughput is upper-bounded as

Ĉ , S(1− P out). (53)

Using the upper bound of the outage probability results
given in the previous sections, the upper bound of the network
throughput versus the number of nodes for the Non-NC,
optimal MH-ANC and MH-CPF schemes is shown in Fig.
12.

As can be seen from the above figure, thanks to the spectral
efficiency and outage probability advantages, the network
throughput of the optimal MH-ANC and MH-CPF schemes
are much better than those of the Non-NC schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a generalized I-TTI MH-
WNC scheme for the L-node K-message MH-TRC. The
transmission scheme is generalized to the MH-WNC scheme
with different numbers of TTIs. Network throughput, average

Fig. 12. Network throughput versus the number of nodes.

received SNR and outage probability are analysed, and closed-
form expressions of the outage probability are derived for both
MH-ANC and MH-CPF schemes. The numerical results are
presented to show the relationships between the numbers of
nodes, messages and TTIs with the spectral efficiency, average
received SNR, outage probability and network throughput.

It is proven that there exists an optimal MH-WNC scheme
for all-scale MH-TRCs. More specifically, for the non-
regenerative MH-TRC, the number of TTIs of the optimal
MH-ANC scheme generally increases with the number of
nodes. It is also shown that the outage performance of the
optimal MH-ANC scheme has significantly better outage per-
formance than Non-NC in all-scale MH-TRCs, and the outage
probability gain increases with the number of nodes.

For the regenerative MH-TRC with a relatively small num-
ber of messages, the optimal MH-CPF scheme is the 2-TTI
MH-CPF scheme. On the other hand, the (L − 1)-TTI MH-
CPF scheme is the optimal MH-CPF scheme when the number
of messages is large enough. It is also proven that the optimal
MH-CPF scheme is able to outperform the Non-NC scheme
in all-scale MH-TRCs.

Moreover, thanks to the spectral efficiency and outage
probability advantages, the network throughput of the optimal
MH-ANC and MH-CPF schemes are much better than those
of the Non-NC schemes.
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APPENDIX A
RECEIVED SNR DERIVATION FOR MESSAGE v1 IN THE
5-NODE 2-MESSAGE MH-TRC WITH 2-TTI MH-ANC

Since only some transmission events affect the noise propa-
gation, the transmission matrix for each message can be further
converted into a characteristic matrix that only contains the
affected transmission events. Hence, the characteristic matrix
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of v1 can be obtained by removing the last two rows of matrix
T2

5,2 in (2) and setting unaffected event elements to zero as

Tv1 =


1 −1 0 −1 1

0 1 −2 1 0

1 −2 1 0 0

−1 1 0 0 0

 . (54)

Furthermore, it can be found that only four transmission
events in characteristic matrix Tv1 affect the noise propaga-
tion, i.e., N2 to N3 (element (2,2)), N4 to N3 (element (2,4)),
N3 to N2 (element (3,3)), and N2 to N1 (element (4,2)).
Therefore, the noise matrix of Tv1 can be represented as

Nv1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 2 0

0 0 3 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

 , (55)

where “1” represents the single access transmission to right
neighboring node with weight W 1

l , “2” represents the single
access transmission to the left neighboring node with weight
W 2
l , and “3” represents the broadcast transmission to both

neighboring nodes with weight W 3
l ,

Corresponding to the three types of weights, the above noise
matrix can be further divided into three sub-noise matrices. For
example, the noise matrix given by (55) can be decomposed
into Ni

v1 , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} as

N1
v1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

 ,N2
v1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

 ,N3
v1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

 .

Substituting the weight at each node into the above three
matrices, the noise power matrix containing the weights of
each transmission that affect the transmission of v1 can be
computed as

Ñv1 =

3∑
i=1

(
Ni
v1 ◦W

i
)

= N1
v1 ◦W

1 + N2
v1 ◦W

2 + N3
v1 ◦W

3

=


0 0 0 0 0

0W 1
2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0W 2
4 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 W 3
3 0 0

0W 3
2 0 0 0



=


0 0 0 0 0

0W 1
2 0 W 2

4 0

0 0 W 3
3 0 0

0W 3
2 0 0 0

 . (56)

In high SNR regions, the upper bound of the noise power
matrix of message v1 in the 5-node 3-message MH-TRC with

2-TTI MH-ANC can be obtained using (16) as

Ñv1 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 0.7500 0 0.7500 0

0 0 0.6667 0 0

0 0.3750 0 0 0

 , (57)

and the noise power can be calculated by traversing the noise
power matrix as

NMH-ANC,v1 = 6.33σ2, (58)

Similarly, the signal matrix contains only the transmission
events that affect the propagation of the signal power. The
signal matrix of message v1 for the 5-node 2-message MH-
TRC can be obtained as

S̃v1 =


0 0 0 0 4

0 0 0 2 0

0 0 3 0 0

0 3 0 0 0

 . (59)

where elements “1”, “2” and “3” represent the same events as
defined in the noise matrix, and “4” represents the transmis-
sion at the user nodes N1 and NL, where the corresponding
weight W 4

l = Pl|h|2. Thus, the signal power matrix can be
similarly obtained as

S̃v1 =

4∑
i=1

(
Siv1 ◦W

i
)

= S1
v1 ◦W

1 + S2
v1 ◦W

2 + S3
v1 ◦W

3 + S4
v1 ◦W

4

=


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0W 2
4 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

+


0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 W 3
3 0 0

0W 3
2 0 0 0

+


0 0 0 0W 4

5

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0



=


0 0 0 0 W 4

5

0 0 0 W 2
4 0

0 0 W 3
3 0 0

0W 3
2 0 0 0

 . (60)

Similarly, in high SNR regions, the signal power matrix for
message v1 in the 5-node 3-message MH-TRC with 2-TTI
MH-ANC can be obtained as

S̃v1 =


0 0 0 0 2P |h|2
0 0 0 0.7500 0

0 0 0.6667 0 0

0 0.3750 0 0 0

 . (61)

and the signal power is

SMH-ANC,v1 = 0.38P |h|2, (62)

Thus, an upper bound of the received SNR of message v1
in the 5-node 3-message MH-TRC with 2-TTI MH-ANC can
be obtained as

γ̂MH-ANC,v1
=

0.38P |h|2

6.33σ2
= 0.06Pγ′, (63)

where γ′ = |h|2
σ2 is the average SNR of each hop.
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